January 26th - (SPECIAL START TIME 6:30pm) - Timothy Johnson, Daniel Leah, David Lewis Levering, & Michael Nash.
“Red Activists and Black Freedom; James and Esther Jackson and the Long Civil Rights Revolution”

“Big Oil's Move On Campus: Academic Energy Research or Work for Hire”

March 4th Winifred Tate, Colby College.
“Existential Threats and Institutional Imperatives: Drug War Politics and US Colombia Policy in the Post Cold War”

March 11th Orion Teal, Duke University.
“To Build a Living Democracy: Youth and Radical Inter-Racialism in Cold War New York”

March 25th Julia Mickenberg, University of Texas at Austin.
“In Love With Russia: U.S. Women, Sexual Revolution, & Revolutionary Tourism, 1905-1945”

April 1st Barbara Falk, Canadian Forces College/Royal Military College of Canada.
“Dennis Revisited: The Trial That Made the Domestic Cold War Possible”

April 8th Timothy Johnson, New York University.
“We are Illegal Here: Self-Determination for the Black Belt and Communist Organizing in 1930's Alabama.”

April 29th Patrick Vitale, Center for the United States and the Cold War Fellow/ University of Toronto.
“Nuclear Suburbs: the Westinghouse Corporation and the everyday politics of the Cold War in suburban Pittsburgh, 1937-1979”

All seminars take place from 5:00pm-7:00pm at the Tamiment Library, Bobst Library 10th floor (70 Washington Square South) Reception to follow. For more information, contact zk3@nyu.edu